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Abstract- This paper proposes a novel confusion and diffusion
algorithm for image encryption based on logistic map and cheat
image. We choose the initial condition and control parameter of
logistic map as the secret key. The cheat image selected from the
most common images in public network, together with the
chaotic matrices generated by logistic maps, is employed both in
encryption and decryption processes to encrypt and recover the
plain image. One cheat image can be used to encrypt a great
number of plain images if the cheat image does not attract the
attention of the attackers. The computer experiments such as
statistical analysis, sensitivity analysis, differential attack
analysis and cheat characteristic analysis, prove that the proposed
image encryption algorithm is robust and secure enough to be
used in practical communication.
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I. INTRODUCTION

R

ecently images are widely used and the security of the
information which images bring is becoming a serious
problem. With the rapid development of computer science and
network technology, people are obtaining, using and processing
digital images more frequently. This situation brings us
convenience, as well as potential threats. How to protect the
information within the digital images from the attacks of
intruders is becoming a more and more serious problem.
Encryption is a good solution of this problem.
Image encryption is the most secure solution for storing
images on a web server. Encrypted images cannot be displayed
without first being decrypted otherwise they cannot be displayed,
making any images stored on a server not only secure from
unauthorized linking by the public, but they are also secure from
web hosting staff and your web master.
In this project we introduce a novel confusion and diffusion
algorithm for image encryption based on logistic map and cheat
image. An image encryption using encryption scheme is a novel
method particularly in that it needs an assistant image called
cheat image to fulfill the encryption and decryption processes.
The cheat image may theoretically be any image, but those
images frequently appeared in public network are expected to be
cheat images which are easily neglected by attackers. For image
encryption a secure scheme, the key space should be large
enough to make the brute-force attack infeasible.

II. SOFTWARE REQUIREMENT SPECIFICATION

2.1 Matlab
MATLAB (matrix laboratory) is a numerical computing
environment and fourth-generation programming language.
Developed by MathWorks, MATLAB allows matrix
manipulations, plotting of functions and data, implementation of
algorithms, creation of user interfaces, and interfacing with
programs written in other languages, including C, C++, and
Fortran.
Syntax
The MATLAB application is built around the MATLAB
language. The simplest way to execute MATLAB code is to type
it in the Command Window, which is one of the elements of the
MATLAB Desktop. When code is entered in the Command
Window, MATLAB can be used as an interactive mathematical
shell.
Variables
Variables are defined with the assignment operator, =.
MATLAB is a weakly dynamically typed programming
language. It is a weakly typed language because types are
implicitly converted.For example:
>> x = 17
x = 17
>> x = 'hat'
x =hat
>> y = x + 0
y=
104
97
116
>> x = [3*4, pi/2]
x = 12.0000 1.5708
>> y = 3*sin(x)
y = -1.6097 3.0000
MATLAB has several functions for rounding fractional
values to integers:
• round(X): round to nearest integer, trailing 5 rounds to
the nearest integer away from zero. For example, round
(2.5) returns 3; round (-2.5) returns -3.
• fix(X): round to nearest integer toward zero (truncate).
For example, fix(2.7) returns 2; fix(-2.7) returns -2
• floor(X): round to the nearest integer toward minus
infinity (round to the nearest integer less than or equal
to X). For example, floor (2.7) returns 2; floor (-2.3)
returns -3.
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•

ceil(X): round to the nearest integer toward positive
infinity (round to the nearest integer greater than or
equal to X); for example, ceil(2.3) returns 3; ceil(-2.7)
returns -2

Vectors/matrices
MATLAB is a "Matrix Laboratory", and as such it
provides many convenient ways for creating vectors, matrices,
and multi-dimensional arrays. In the MATLAB vernacular, a
vector refers to a one dimensional (1×N or N×1) matrix,
commonly referred to as an array in other programming
languages. MATLAB provides a simple way to define simple
arrays using the syntax: init: increment: terminator. For instance:
>> array = 1:2:9
array = 1 3 5 7 9
defines a variable named array (or assigns a new value to
an existing variable with the name array) which is an array
consisting of the values 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9. That is, the array starts
at 1 (the init value), increments with each step from the previous
value by 2 (the increment value), and stops once it reaches (or to
avoid exceeding) 9 (the terminator value).
>> array = 1:3:9
array = 1 4 7
the increment value can actually be left out of this syntax
(along with one of the colons), to use a default value of 1.
>> ari = 1:5
ari = 1 2 3 4 5
assigns to the variable named ari an array with the values
1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, since the default value of 1 is used as the
incrementer.
The list of elements should be surrounded by square brackets: [].
Parentheses: () are used to access elements and subarrays (they
are also used to denote a function argument list).
>> A = [16 3 2 13; 5 10 11 8; 9 6 7 12; 4 15 14 1]
A = 16 3 2 13
5 10 11 8
9 6 7 12
4 15 14 1
>> A (2, 3)
ans = 11
Sets of indices can be specified by expressions such as
"2:4", which evaluates to [2, 3, 4]. For example, a submatrix
taken from rows 2 through 4 and columns 3 through 4 can be
written as:
>> A (2:4, 3:4)
ans = 11 8
7 12
14 1

2

A square identity matrix of size n can be generated using
the function eye, and matrices of any size with zeros or ones can
be generated with the functions zeros and ones, respectively.
>> eye (3)
ans =
100
010
001
>> zeros (2, 3)
ans =
000
000
>> ones (2, 3)
ans =
111
111
Most MATLAB functions can accept matrices and will
apply themselves to each element. For example, mod (2*J, n)
will multiply every element in "J" by 2, and then reduce each
element modulo "n". MATLAB does include standard "for" and
"while" loops, but using MATLAB's vectorized notation often
produces code that is easier to read and faster to execute. This
code, excerpted from the function magic.m, creates a magic
square M for odd values of n (MATLAB function meshgrid is
used here to generate square matrices I and J containing 1: n).
[J, I] = meshgrid (1: n);
A = mod (I+J-(n+3)/2, n);
B = mod (I+2*J-2, n);
M = n*A + B + 1;

III. IMPLEMENTATION

3.1 Introduction:
The implementation phase of any project development is
the most important phase as it yields the final solution, which
solves the problem at hand. The implementation phase involves
the actual materialization of the ideas, which are expressed in the
analysis document and developed in the design phase.
Implementation should be perfect mapping of the design
document in a suitable programming language in order to
achieve the necessary final product. The factors concerning the
programming language and platform chosen are described in the
next couple of sections.
The implementation stage in a system project in its own
right. It involves
• Careful planning
• Investigation of the current system and the
constraints on implementation.
• Training of staff in the newly developed
system.
3.2 Implementation:
Implementation of any software is always preceded by
important decisions regarding selection of the platform, the
language used, etc. There are three major implementation
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decisions that have been made before the implementation of this
project. They are as follows:
1. Selection of the platform (Operating System).
2. Selection of the programming language for
development of the application.
3. Coding guideline to be followed.

3.3 Selection of the platform:
Windows® XP provides the most dependable version of
Windows ever—with the best security and privacy features
Windows has ever provided. Overall, security has been improved
in Windows XP to help you Windows XP Professional includes
all of the security capabilities of Windows XP Home Edition,
plus other security management features. These important new
security features will reduce your IT costs and enhance the
security of your business systems. For example, if you use the
Internet to chat online or to send and receive e-mail, you may be
vulnerable to hacker attacks. To protect you from these
threats.Let's take a look at the important security and privacy
features in Windows XP Home Edition that make you and your
information more secure while you're having the most productive
Windows user experience ever.These features include access
control lists (ACLs), security groups, and Group Policy—in
addition to the tools that allow businesses to configure and
manage these features.
Windows XP offers thousands of security-related settings
that can be implemented individually.Businesses can apply these
security templates when they:
• Create a resource, such as a folder or file share, and
either accept the default access control list settings or
implement custom access control list settings.
• Place users in the standard security groups, such as
Users, Power Users, and Administrators, and accept the
default ACL settings that apply to those security groups.
• Use the Basic, Compatible, Secure, and Highly Secure
Group Policy templates that have been provided with
the operating system.
Many of these tools, such as the Microsoft Management
Console snap-ins, are components of Windows XP Professional.
Other tools are included with the Windows XP Professional
Resource Kit.
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extensible toolset for building custom editors. 4) The Wizard
framework: A toolset for easily building extensible, user-friendly
Wizards to guide users through more complex tasks. 5)
Configuration management: Rather than tediously write code to
access remote data and manage and save user-configurable
settings, etc., all of this is can be well handled by Matlab.

IV. SNAPSHOT

4.1 Transmitter
4.1.1 Start-up Page

Fig 4.1.1

4.1.2

Input Image

3.4 Selection of Language
For the implementation of our project we need flexible
systems implementation language. Compilation should be
relatively straightforward compiler, provide low-level access to
memory, provide language constructs that map efficiently to
machine instructions, and require minimal run-time support.
Program should be compiled for a very wide variety of computer
platforms and operating systems with minimal change to its
source code. For Graphical User Interface programming,
language chosen must be simple to uses, secure, architecture
neutral and portable. Additional requirements of GUI are: 1)
User interface management: Windows, menus, toolbars and other
presentation components be supported by the language.2) Data
and presentation management: language must contains a rich
toolset for presenting data to the user and manipulating that data.
3) The Editor: The language should have a editor, a powerful and
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Fig 4.1.2

4.1.3

Cheat Image

Fig 4.1.5

4.1.6

Generate Q1 and Q2

Fig 4.1.3

4.1.4

Permute Input Image

Fig 4.1.6

4.1.7

Encrypt the Image

Fig 4.1.4

4.1.5

Generate X0
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Fig 4.2.1

Fig 4.1.7

4.2.2
4.1.8

Input Cheat Image

Save Encrypt Image

Fig 4.2.2

4.2.3

Decrypt Image

Fig 4.1.8

4.2 Receiver
4.2.1

Input Save Encrypted Image
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Fig 4.2.3

V. CONCLUSION
In this conclusion part we present an algorithm scheme
have been proposed a novel confusion and diffusion algorithm
for image encryption based on logistic map and cheat image. We
choose the initial condition and control parameter of logistic map
as the secret key. The cheat image selected from the most
common images in public network, together with the chaotic
matrices generated by logistic maps, is employed both in
encryption and decryption processes to encrypt and recover the
plain image. One cheat image can be used to encrypt a great
number of plain images if the cheat image does not attract the
attention of the attackers. The computer experiments such as
statistical analysis, sensitivity analysis, and differential attack
characteristics are discussed in detail to demonstrate that the
proposed cryptosystem is robust and secure enough to be used in
practical communication.
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